
Cornell Notes

Outcomes:

Explain what Cornell notes are and how they work

Practice writing Cornell notes



Cornell notes – an introduction

Watch this short video on using Cornell notes (0.00-02.29)

In the example in the video, the summary should be much shorter e.g. 

prokaryotic cells have a nucleus, eukaryotic cells do not. It should not

be a repeat of the notes.

Why make notes?

• Minimise your ‘rate of forgetting’

• No notes – forget 60% in 14 days

• Some notes – remember 60%

• Take organised notes, synthesise and organise them, do 

something with them afterwards – learn 90-100% indefinitely!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrJt4QbFlP0


Cornell notes can be used in lesson to create a revision resource at the 

time, or can be made after the lesson when revising a particular topic



Benefits of Cornell notes

Facilitates retrieval
Determines key 
points about a topic

Evaluates 
understanding

Organised notes
Pre-prepared 
revision materials

Exam technique

Encourages 
reflection – make 
links, how does this 
fit with the bigger 
picture?







This version has a 

summary for each 

paragraph, not just for 

the whole text at the 

bottom.

Great for poems, large 

texts etc.



Bacterial and viral diseases example

How do bacteria cause these 
symptoms?

State a bacterial disease and the 
symptoms of this disease

How do viruses cause illness? Why 
can antibiotics not be used?

State a viral disease, the symptoms 
and how it can be prevented

• Bacteria – release toxins, reproduce 
rapidly

• E.g. gonorrhoea (STD). Thick yellow 
discharge, pain when urinating.

• Viruses – reproduce inside cells

• Antibiotics can’t get to – would damage 
cells

• E.g. measles (droplet). Red skin rash. 
MMR vaccine.



Bacterial and viral diseases example

How do bacteria cause these 
symptoms?

State a bacterial disease and the 
symptoms of this disease

How do viruses cause illness? Why 
can antibiotics not be used?

State a viral disease, the symptoms 
and how it can be prevented

How can you then 

use these 

cues/notes for 

revision?



Task – make notes into Cornell notes

• Look at the information given to you

• Split your paper into the Cornell notes format

• Make them into Cornell notes

How do you feel now about using Cornell 

notes as a revision aid or in lessons?


